THE ZIEGLER-GROUP
WE PROVIDE SECURITY

RED STANDS
FOR PASSION.
SINCE 1891 – WE HAVE BEEN providing technical equipment and
vehicles for rescue teams. We have never seen ourselves only as a
supplier. From the very beginning, we have always been kindred spirits,
comrades, and partners. We share in the enthusiasm, conviction and
values of our customers.
In the past 125 years, we have not only grown together, we have grown
closer. Success, which in our industry often has a very existential
meaning, is only by working together. The special trust our customers
have in us is therefore also our most important reference.
Providing security is and will remain our mission, our passion.
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ZIEGLER
IS SECURITY.
WE PROVIDE SECURITY. This has been the underlying principle of how
we have been developing and constructing vehicles for firefighting
services, disaster control services and public authorities.
We know the requirements of their processes and the demands of our
customers. We know that an investment in a firefighting vehicle is an
investment in the future. This awareness is a guarantee that ZIEGLER
vehicles and components are designed and produced with the greatest
degree of diligence, skill and distinct passion for quality.
The security that we promise serves as the fundamental basis of our
products and technologies. Yet we also offer security that goes far
beyond that: for those who need help, give help and organize help.
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EXPERIENCE
IS SECURITY.
OUR COMPANY HISTORY is made up of a lot of things:
125 years, very eventful, characterized by various people and
important innovations that have often moved the entire industry.
The history of ZIEGLER is first and foremost one thing: successful.
From the beginning. To this very day. Founded in 1891 as a small
workshop, the company has grown over the years into an international
group of companies. In an industry in which trust is by far the most
important value, knowledge is more important than anywhere else.
The loyalty of our customers is a proof of the fact that thanks to our
concentrated experience accumulated over the course of a century in
the service of rescuers, we are and always have been a reliable partner.
We do all that we can to not just stay good, but to become even better.
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STRENGTH
IS SECURITY.
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THE ZIEGLER GROUP today is a globally leading manufacturer of firefighting vehicles and equipment. Since 2013, ZIEGLER has been a part
of the globally active CIMC Group.
More than 1,200 employees at 7 production sites and
5 international sales locations ensure that the ZIEGLER brand does
exactly what it stands for: Providing security in a holistic sense.
Always close to our customers, we know their various structures,
conditions and needs in detail.
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QUALITY
IS SECURITY.
WE DEVELOP, build and maintain a technology that saves lives and
protects values. We can therefore only have one single quality requirement: the highest. Those who work at ZIEGLER – in whatever area –
have internalized this value.
Quality as we understand it, arises from the dialogs our salespeople have
with our customers, in the minds of our engineers, the hands of our
production specialists and in the dedication of our service technicians.
We identify 100% with what we do – and with the people we do it for.
We are proud to see the recognition that the ZIEGLER brand has
achieved. And we are so convinced of our products that we even
guarantee their quality – with seal and signature.
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INNOVATION
IS SECURITY.
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ALWAYS MORE, ALWAYS MORE SOPHISTICATED: This is what our
customers have to deal with. We are dedicated to equipping them with
the technology and means to make their daily work easier and safer.
New techniques and technologies, new operating philosophies, new
functions – and even entirely new products: Each and every one of our
many innovations is and has been created on the basis of practice.
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COMPETENCE
IS SECURITY.
FIRE BRIGADE IS NOT JUST FIRE BRIGADE. Therefore we cannot treat
all customers alike.
Specialized in different areas, our customers have completely different
demands – in terms of vehicles as well as in terms of equipment. By
defining four customer segments, we make it possible to precisely meet
the needs of every fire brigade with regard to their specific product and
service needs.
Experienced and skilled ZIEGLER employees are committed to
meeting the needs of the customers in their specific field. For efficient
communication. For smooth processes. For that secure feeling of being
in the very best hands.
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TECHNOLOGY
IS SECURITY.
YOU CAN RECOGNIZE A ZIEGLER VEHICLE even without a logo.
Special sophisticated technologies, high functionality and special
ergonomics are features that make our vehicles unique.
The basis of every ZIEGLER superstructure is the patented aluminum
panel system ALPAS – a prime example of our quality philosophy.
ALPAS has been subject to constant further development and is known
as one of the best superstructure systems in the industry.
Not only distinguished by its extreme flexibility, ALPAS is especially
characterized by its high stability and durability. Firefighting
vehicles equipped with ALPAS superstructures are absolutely reliable.
This is the security we stand for.
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DIVERSITY
IS SECURITY.

PASSENGERS PROTECTION
IS SECURITY.
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TO PROVIDE HELP SAFELY, firefighters themselves have to benefit from
maximum security. This applies especially when driving to an operation.
ZIEGLER has been setting standards for years in this respect.
In the latest Z-Cab generation, ZIEGLER offers a passenger protection
system for added comfort and security that is unique in the industry.
Every single cabin feature is well thought through in terms of functionality.
The single modules can be individually configured – and can also be
changed subsequently. That is technology, precisely matched to the
needs of our customers.
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EXTINGUISHING
POWER IS SECURITY.
OUR HIGH-PERFORMANCE PUMP TECHNOLOGY from our inhouse
production – whether integrated into the vehicle or as a portable pump,
is not only embodied by the excellent Trokomat venting system. Also the
user-friendly handling convinces. More than 100,000 units have been
delivered – a number that provides impressive evidence of the quality and
practicality of our pumps.
The product range is further complimented by foam proportioning
systems as well as a broad range of front and roof turrets. All components
are based on a uniform operating philosophy and are designed
to accommodate and supplement one another to form a perfect union.
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EQUIPMENT
IS SECURITY.
TO THIS DAY, we supply a comprehensive range of equipment and fire
hoses that we produce by ourselves – based on 125 years of hoseweaving experience. Modern technology for efficient hose maintenance
provides a logical supplement to the program.
The ZIEGLER full-range offer also includes personal protective equipment
– from service and rescue clothing to shoes, gloves and helmets up to
belts, straps and accessories.
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SERVICE
IS SECURITY.
WE ARE THERE WHENEVER WE ARE NEEDED. Firefighting services
can rely on us as their partner at all times. 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
Our services are designed to enable or restore deployability in the long
term – by means of preventive maintenance of technology or regular
security audits, immediate maintenance in case of an incident or general
overhauls for old vehicles. ZIEGLER quality is distinguished by its long
service life. That means when we talk about service, we do not talk about
years, we talk about decades.
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SUSTAINABILITY
IS SECURITY.
PROTECTING THE ENVIRONMENT is an important part of our
responsibility as a globally active group towards our employees,
customers, partners, neighbors and society.
We strictly observe aspects pertaining to resource and energy
efficiency for all of our products, processes and procedures.
Environmental protection criteria that we base our actions on go far
beyond mere legal requirements. Their observance is monitored by
means of internal and external audits.
We are certified in accordance with DIN ISO 14001. Our environmental
management processes are constantly inspected and evaluated as a
result of the audits performed in all departments. We consistently
implement the optimization potential that this results in – when using
energy or dealing with raw, auxiliary and operating resources. Based on
this, our environmental management system verifiably initiates and
promotes a continuous improvement process.
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The illustrations may show accessories and optional equipment which is not included in the standard scope of supply and service.
Technical subject to changes. We do not assume any liability for printing errors. 0516/WA1

www.ziegler.de

